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ABSTRACT
ACTIVITY BASED COSTING SYSTEM :
AN APPLICATION  
BY
OMER ALI AYDINER
SUPERVISOR : ASS. PROF. CAN SIM GA MUGAN 
FEBRUARY 1993
This thesis is a case study on a factory in AnJcara. The factory is a producer of 
construction related equipments. The aspects of Activity Based Costing system are 
applied to calculate the costs of the products produced in the factory.
This study will be used by the factory managers^ to restructure their product line  ^
price policy and marlDeting decisions.
In the thesis» the factory layout is explained biiefly. A Lotus 123 v .3 .1+ spreadsheet 
program calculates the cost for a finished product.
ÖZET
AKTIVITEYE DAYALI M ALİYET ANALİZİ UYGULAMASI 
ÖMER ALI AYDINER
DANIŞMAN: YRD. DOC. CAN SIMGA MUGAN 
ŞUBAT 1993
Bu tez Arücari yalcinlaıiııdald bir fibriJcayi ele alan bir calismadir. Bu fabıilca inşaat 
ile ilgili eldpınanlar uıetmelctedir. Fabrilcanin ürünlerinin maliyeüedni hesaplamalc 
için alrtiviteye dayali maliyet analizi sisteminin ozellilcleıi uygulanacalctir.
Bu calisma fabriJca idarecileri tarafindan yeni urun ve pazarlama politilcalari 
belirlemelcte kuUanilacalctir.
Tezde fabrilca sistemi İdsaca tanitilacak ve Lotus 123 v 3.1+ Icullanilaralc urunun 
maliyeti hesaplanacalrtir.
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1- INTRODUCTION
The business world is experiencing serious changes. 
Consequently new systems are developed in every area to 
keep up with the improvements.
Today customers expect to have high quality, functional and 
cheap products. This enforced the manufacturers to think in 
a customer oriented way and provide quality products and 
after sales service. Thus the firms, after satisfying the 
quality and functionality related aspects, should address 
their costs to the right activities. This need of 
development brought up a new approach to the cost 
accounting, and the developers of the system named it as 
the Activity Based Costing (ABC) system.
Cost accounting systems work properly (onl>· with a little 
deviation from the actual product cost) when mass produced 
items are considered. But when products produced in small 
batches or special order productions are considered, the 
systems do not perform well. The overhead allocated to the 
product in special order production (or small batch 
production) cases are very much different than the actual 
overhead that should be allocated. This difference comes 
from the cross-subsidies between the products. ABC system 
is designed to solve this problem by tracing the cost of 
each activity to the product the activity has been used 
for.(EXAMPLE 1)
In this thesis, ABC system will be applied to a factory, 
and the results will show the effect of the system when 
compared to the system currently used at the factory. The 
factory is on Ankara-Istanbul highway, producing necessary
equipment for construction firms. As the factory works on 
special order basis it constitutes a perfect working 
environment to study and see the effects of the ABC system 
on cost calculating. Equipment like tunnel form systems, 
scaffoldings, truck mixer and construction machinery parts 
constitutes the main product line. In this thesis a 
specific scaffolding system will be analyzed using the ABC 
system. The necessary data are kept on site by the manager 
on newly developed Lotus-123 v 3.1 based spreadsheets. This 
system started at the beginning of 1993 therefore data are 
limited. The analysis will comprise one month product which 
the factory has started to produce and completed within the 
month.
ABC system will also provide a well developed and correctly 
calculated cost figure for the management to help them in 
designing their strategies.
2- ACTIVITY BASED COSTING SYSTEM
2.1- INTRODUCTION
Many companies have difficulty in making good and accurate 
cost estimates, as the cost system designers fail to 
recognize the three different functions their systems must 
address. These functions are operational control, inventory 
valuation, and product cost measurement. The systems that 
are only to value inventory for financial reporting are not 
enough for the business. No single system is enough to 
cover all three functions.(Appendix A)
INVENTORY VALUATION
Inventory valuation systems divide the periodic production 
costs (labor, materials purchases, and factory overhead) 
between the items sold and those still in stock. The 
overhead is allocated to direct labor, in dollars, in most 
of the cases although direct labor has a little share in 
the total production costs. This could meet the needs of 
the financial reports, as long as the split of costs 
between the goods sold and in stock is accurate, but fails 
to satisfy the managers on relevant performance measurement 
and product cost information.(Kaplan, 1988)
OPERATIONAL CONTROL
An operational control must provide accurate and timely 
feedback for managers.
Frequency: Performance measurement is done by comparing the 
actual results by the standard levels. Frequency should be 
taken according to the nature of the process. For example
in a research lab or support department the cycle should be 
taken longer, but in processes involving operating many 
parts in seconds can not be reported in long cycles as the 
managers will not be willing to receive such aggregate 
variance reports. In computerized data collection and cost 
control systems these data are recorded automatically 
through bar code readings and can provide accurate and 
frequent reports on actual data.
Cost Fluctuations: Effective operational control requires a 
distinction between the fixed costs and variable costs 
which permit the preparation of flexible budgets.
Cost Allocations: Costs are routinely allocated to a cost 
center without considering their degree of relevance to the 
center. In this system all factory costs must be allocated 
to the products in order to value the inventory. Plant and 
overhead costs are first allocated to cost centers and from 
there, by using a rate, reflected to the products. If such 
allocations are avoided in an operating report, the report 
can be based on objective and accurate data on the cost 
center's consumption of the resources.(Kaplan, 1988)
Non Financial Measurements: Frequent reports of measures 
like yield, defects, set-up and throughput times, and 
physical inventory levels helps to maintain a better 
control than the cost information. Performance measures 
(quality control, average throughput times, new product 
introduction times etc.), financial measures (for 
periodically comparing actual with budgeted expenditures), 
and measures of process costs (helpful when many inputs are
combined into products) are the tools for the company for 
operational control.
PRODUCT COST MEASUREMENT
Traditional cost systems are generally designed for valuing 
inventory instead of measuring product costs. These systems 
do not include any kind of information related to the 
resources used in design, production, delivery, and 
marketing of the product. There are cases where more 
accurate cost calculations, including the above mentioned 
costs, may show that a product that used to be valued as a 
low profit or break even is actually a very high profit 
product while the one evaluated as good selling and profit 
making can be a headache.(Kaplan, 1988)
Allocations and Estimates: Extensive cost allocations may
be necessary to estimate the unit cost of the activities 
performed in the departments. Product cost estimates are 
generally less precise and more subjective than the 
standard cost measurement and inventory valuation methods. 
But these estimates add up to be realistic in the long 
run.(Kaplan, 1988)
Cost VariaJaility: Product decisions should mostly be based 
on the estimates of long run variable costs (Cooper and
Kaplan, 1987) . Actually in the long run almost all cost
becomes variable. So while determining the cost of a
product. the decision maker should consider every cost
incurred in the long run. This will show that some costs 
assumed as fixed costs are actually variable in the long 
run. To reflect these costs the system should be designed
to measure set-ups, inspections, receipts etc. The 
variability in the indirect product costs in long run 
should be based on both the production volume and the 
activities necessary to produce multiple items in the same 
facility.
System Scope: Unlike a typical operational control system 
approach a good product cost system allocates every single 
cost unit which directly (raw material, direct labor etc.), 
or indirectly (managerial, advertising, delivery etc.) has 
an effect on the production and sales of the product. 
Updates: Analysis and interviews for the product costing
system normally can be performed once a year unless very 
specific and major changes in the product technology or 
other product related operations has teen done.(Kaplan, 
1988)
2.2- A NEW APPROACH FOR COST MEASUREMENT
Decades ago, when companies were producing a narrow range 
of products, cost of direct labor and material, the most 
important production factors, could easily be traced. 
Distortion of data coming from the allocation of overheads 
to direct labor was minor as the overheads constitutes only 
a small amount of the production cost. But today in 
multiple product selling companies, the managers using the 
same system are facing with distortions even they are not 
aware of. The decisions they make about the pricing, 
product mix, and product technology based on the distorted 
cost information data causes the companies lose their 
competitiveness and profitability(Cooper and Kaplan, 1988) .
Today the cost of direct labor represents a small portion 
of the product cost and expenses as marketing, 
distribution, engineering etc. gained more importance. All 
the activities of a company are to produce, support, and 
deliver the output of the company. So every cost related to 
such activities, meaning almost all of the costs within a 
firm, should be considered in determining the product cost. 
This method of cost measurement is named as the Activity 
Based Costing. This system aims to come out with the most 
accurate, undistorted data set in order to help the manager 
in his major task of making decisions on the corporate 
strategy.
2.3- CALCULATING AN ACTIVITY COST
An activity cost is calculated by defining a firms 
activities to produce a product and production factors for 
each activity, then converting these into monetary basis. 
There are six key steps in calculating the activity cost of 
a production. (Appendix B)
SELECTING COST BASIS
Selecting a cost basis involves three steps:
1. Determining the Cost Type: The activity accounting
system uses various kinds of cost types. Although it is not 
the only factor the choice of cost system to be used is 
determined by the type of cost in the existing accounting 
system (Brimson, 1991). Some typical cost types are 
explained below:
Actual Cost : Actual cost is the exact cost paid for a 
factor of production. Actual costs are always up to date 
but very sensitive to short term fluctuations in the 
environment. When compared today's standard cost systems 
activity costing systems base cost calculations on both the 
cost of production factors and the volume of activity 
measure where standard system uses only the cost of 
production.
Budgeted Cost : A budgeted cost is only a basis for
performance measure and motivation. This type of cost may 
cause conflicts and lead to false conclusions if used in 
activity costing as it shows not the actual results but
what managers of the firm would like to see at the end. 
Standard Cost Standard cost is determined based on some 
prefixed values of efficiency and production volume 
(Brimson, 1991) . The advantage of this type of cost is, it 
gives a chance to direct the attention only to the items 
where the variance between the actual and the standard cost 
is significant.
Planned Cost : It is derived from the strategic and
operational planning systems (Brimson, 1991). The planning
assumptions like product sales forecasts, provide very good 
basis for activity costing. This is because the necessary 
feedback about what has been or being done about the job 
can be provided. Unlike budgeted and standard costs -which 
are derived semiannually or yearly basis- planned cost is a 
continuous process that is calculated with the ongoing 
processes.
Engineered Cost : The engineered cost is a result of an
industrial engineering study. The aim is to check the 
performance of the process and see if any mechanical or 
methodological changes can improve it. Although it is a 
rather costly procedure, it is always more reliable than 
subjective decisions.
Among the above mentioned costs the most used ones are
predetermined ones, namely standard, budgeted, or planned. 
Actual cost is very sensitive to short t e m  activity volume 
changes, so it is not much of a use. The engineered cost is 
a perfect determinative for estimating the initial activity 
cost of new technologies which does not have historical 
data, but as it is costly, it is not used unless necessary. 
After a cost basis is set, necessary changes like setting 
the cost at the activity level, or separating the non-value 
added component of cost should take place in the way
companies treat their costs. No matter which costing system 
is chosen, a link with the historical data must exist as 
the comparison of actual performance and planned 
performance is very essential. In traditional management 
systems the historical cost is used to project the past 
cost data to the future to have a cost estimate. But in 
activity accounting, the cost behavior of the activities is 
understood and future cost estimate is a function of
estimating the usage of activities and the changes in the
cost of the factors of production. The behavioral pattern 
of the activity remains constant as long as the method of 
performing it remains unchanged.
2. Determining the Cost Time-Horizon: After choosing the 
cost basis, the next thing to be done is to determine a 
time horizon for consistent and reliable data. The time 
horizon should be chosen considering the effects of short­
term fluctuations, seasonal effects, and the dynamics of 
the process. It is advisable to use quarterly or yearly 
data with periodical updating for the changes in the 
operating environment (Brimson, 1991).
3. Classifying Life-Cycle Activities: Appropriate 
classification of activities and their costs into life- 
cycle segments is critical to activity accounting. 
Traditional accounting systems expense many costs 
associated with the initiation of the project (start up, 
field operations etc.) and support services (maintenance, 
product support etc.) during its life time. Actually the 
life cycle starts with the identification of the consumer 
needs and continues with development of ideas, projects, 
production, support services till to the end of the life of 
the product, namely disposal. The overall cost of these 
activities is classified as the life-cycle cost. The 
activities should be carefully evaluated, and their 
structure should be well defined. Some activities like 
product design for a certain project may be classified in 
two ways. It can be a current period cost if it is a 
special order for one time process, or a life cycle cost as 
an initiator of following productions of that product, and 
also as a supervising design of subsequent products as they 
are going to be effected by the results of this design. In
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the second case the product design activity cost should be 
apportioned to all units of product sold over its life.
TRACING RESOURCES
1. Determining Source of Data: The general ledger is the
primary source of cost data. The required cost data can 
also be derived from other sources like a detailed 
industrial engineering analysis or estimations on the 
relationships of similar activities. But as the costs 
reported under the activity accounting system should then 
be related to the financial reporting system for managerial 
purposes, the general ledger is the most recommended 
source. In cases where significant uncertainties exist a 
combination of these methods can be us-jd. When historical 
data is not available engineering and parametric approaches 
are used to supplement the general ledger.
2. Group Related General Ledger Costs: The tracing process 
is simplified by using cost pools. A cost pool is the costs 
which have the same cost behavior pattern. Then the entire 
cost pool can be placed in the management report as a 
whole, rather than entering each individual activity 
separately.
This process helps management to see the entire cost 
related to an activity as a whole. For example when a 
purchase for upgrading a facility in the process is made, 
the total cost related to it can be traced from interest 
expenses to research and development costs, consultant 
fees, and market analysis. Adding these costs to where they
11
belong to instead of placing them under some "Overhead 
Costs" title, will show their real effect on the cost 
system, and this effect is sometimes 10 times as large as 
the initial investment (Brimson, 1991). Hiding these costs 
into some other general ledger accounts is hiding the real 
cost of the work performed.
When general ledger is chosen as a cost data source, the 
amounts having similar cost behavior patterns should be 
summarized by natural expense categories like material, 
labor, technology, utilities, plant and facilities, 
information systems, freight, travel, taxes, insurance, 
inventory.
Material ; When a material is purchased the purchase price 
as well as the expense c.f all other activities such as 
receiving the material, incoming inspection, material 
movement , material procurement support, accounts payable, 
quality control, inventory, supervision, and manufacturing 
administration should be considered as the cost of that 
material. Some of material related expenses are:
• Material purchase price The purchasing department 
prepares a planned purchase cost for the material.
• Material price variance The difference between the 
actual purchase price and the planned one.
• Scrap : When certain materials create scrap, these
should be traced to the cost of material.
• Off-fall : When material content of a finished product is 
less than the original input, the cost of the difference 
should be traced to the material cost. This off-fall can
12
be because of cutting or grinding and milling the 
incoming material to fit the project size.
Ledsor : The cost of activities related to the acquisition, 
training, and support of people is the labor cost (Brimson, 
1991). These costs are assigned to activities by the use of 
the information from general ledger, payroll records, and 
staffing tables.
Technology : Technology cost includes every kind of
activities necessary to perform a technology, from 
acquisition to start-up and operating activities, and
support activities. A technology bill of activities which 
shows how much of which activity is consumed place for how 
long by the technology.
Acquisition costs, equipment related taxes, interest
expense, facilities, utilities, small tools, and supplies 
are some technology related expense categories. Activities 
related to technology are facilities to house the
technology, industrial and process engineering and
programming to design, program and repair the equipment, 
machine operation, supervision, maintenance, and leasing. 
Inter company Activities : Use of management information
system, computer room operating costs, cost of programming, 
system development costs, and administrative support costs 
are directly traced to the activities requesting the 
service.
3. Establishing Causal Relationship : When a factor of
production is directly consumed by the activity, this shows 
that there is a causal relationship. To build a causal 
relationship an activity measure common to both the
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activity and the factor of production should be defined. 
For example time can be taken as a causal relationship term 
for human resources consumed in an activity.
4. Tracing People-Related Costs : This process needs the
definition of the activities performed by the employee, the 
people related cost for the department, and the causal 
tracing basis. The source of labor is either the general 
ledger or the special engineering studies. The main point 
is how to trace labor to specific activities.
The employee costs are usually traced by using either time 
or amount of output of the activity. The physical output is 
used when the effort to complete each individual output is 
homogeneous. For activities requiring different amount of 
time and effort or when employees work in different 
activities time is the preferred basis. In an activity 
costing the main thing is to trace the workers' time to the 
activity not the relationship of the work performed -direct 
production or indirect support- to the product.
Employee costs can be related to the activities using one 
of the three different methods:
i ) Tracing the total departmental employee cost to each 
activity according to the percentage of time spent to that 
activity. This method is used mostly when the wages are 
relatively standard.
ii ) Tracing the total cost according to the percentage of 
time spent by a class of employee.
iii ) Tracing the cost by using the percentage of time 
spent by each individual employee.
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DETERMINING ACTIVITY PERFORMANCE MEASUREMENT
Activity accounting considers both cost and non-financial 
performance information as attributes of an activity 
(Brimson, 1991). Activities are viewed through different 
windows like cost window, time window, flexibility window 
and so on.
Since there is a strong relationship between the
performance measures any change to one of the activities 
simultaneously effects all the performance measures. As a 
result of these interrelationships, to evaluate the
performance measures on their own is misleading.
SELECTING ACTIVITY MEASURE
1. Determining Activity Measure : Activity measures are the 
inputs, outputs, or physical attributes of an activity. 
Sometimes accurate evaluation of activities may be too 
costly. In such cases the activities should be replaced by 
some similar activities which have almost the same 
characteristics and cost behavior.
2. Gathering Statistics on Output/Transactions :After 
choosing an appropriate activity measure, the frequency of 
its occurrence is determined. Identification of the 
activity measure is very important as it is the critical 
issue in successfully implementing an activity accounting 
system. A good identification can be done through two key 
steps:
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Activity measure homogeneity ;is achieved if the outputs of 
an activity is the same kind as the others. The greater 
heterogeneity causes a greater distortion that is 
introduced.
Relative cost of the activity : The effect of an activity 
on the total cost is important in activity measure 
defining. If the effect is not significant, the result on 
the product cost distortion will be minimal, and a 
surrogate activity measure can be used.
3. Validating Activity Measure for Reasonedsleness :
Activity measures should be checked for the relationship 
between the activity cost and the activity levels, and any 
lack of homogeneity should be évalua :ed as a shift to an 
alternative activity measure. Some approaches can be listed 
as; High-low approach, curve fitting, and multiple
regression analysis.
ALLOCATING SECONDARY ACTIVITIES
Primary activities are direct contributors to the mission 
of an organization where secondary activities are the 
support activities like training, management, and
administration. As these are the support group their costs 
should also be allocated to the primary activities rather 
than to the company overhead(Brimson, 1991).
CALCULATING COST PER ACTIVITY
Once the costs are correctly calculated and traced to the 
activity, activity costing process can be completed simply
1(5
by using a spreadsheet program which gathers the data from 
files and compute the cost of the product.
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ABC is applied to a plant which produces per order basis. 
As soon as an order is accepted, the production process 
(Appendix C) starts and a proper design for the product, 
unless given, is searched. The design used may either be a 
common form which has been used in the market for years, or 
a completely new design specific for that project. During 
the design phase some of the purchase is made. Upon 
completion and acceptance of the design, production starts. 
The rest of the purchase is made when needed, unless the 
market shows a sign of increase in the prices. The 
production takes place in workshops where machinery works 
like boring holes on the metal, cutting, welding and 
bending ta.':es place and on the site where huge parts are 
mounted, welded and painted. A laboratory produces and 
experiments some designs in the factory, testing their 
suitability for the specifications.
The factory has its own kitchen and also transportation 
facilities both for personnel and products.
3- THE APPLICATION OF ABC
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A spreadsheet program is used to calculate the cost of the 
products. The design of the program enables it to calculate 
every single cost incurred into the design and production 
phases of the product, from the proportion of the salaries 
of the design engineers to the transportation for a 
specific product.
All the data about the projects are kept on site on a daily 
basis and entered into the computer. The program calculates 
the data for the required project, and comes out with a 
cost value which includes the cost of main materials, 
supply materials, workmanship, design and development, and 
electricity used. Other costs (transportation, meal etc.) 
are also calculated and assigned to the projects by using a 
weighted average. For example the cost of meal is divided 
into the total working hours of the factory and assigned to 
a product by multiplying it by the number of hours spent in 
producing that product. Depreciation in this case is not 
calculated, as the machinery in the factory has already 
been fully depreciated. But if there were depreciation, the 
depreciated amount would be added to the cost of the 
product by a proportion (the number of hours the machine 
worked to the total number of hours worked)
4.1- DESCRIPTION OF WORKSHEETS
The data for the work performed at the factory are kept in 
two worksheets, WKl (Appendix D) and WK2 (Appendix E) . 
These forms are for the jobs performed inside and out on 
the site respectively. Another form, KIE (Appendix F) , is
4- THE PROGRAM
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prepared for steel, pipes, and steel beams used in 
production. This form shows how much material is ordered to 
be cut, and for which project. From WKl and WK2 the work 
force required to perform the job is determined into 
another worksheet, but this time classifying the jobs 
according to the project names. The amount of Direct Labor 
(DL) in terms of separate types of workers, for example 
welder, mechanical worker, or chief, included into a 
specific project can be calculated from this worksheet. 
This DLs are multiplied by the hourly wages of the workers 
and added up to come out with an amount which shows the 
plain DL included into the project. This amount is adjusted 
by the meal and transportation costs of these workers, and 
design cost. Design cost is calculated by multiplying the 
hourly wage of the design engineer by the amount of time 
spent for that project.
The worksheet KIE contains the necessary data for the 
material costing. The data for individual projects is 
collected in related worksheets for calculating the amount 
of raw material included into the project. The cost of 
these raw materials are calculated and the cost of supply 
material like paint, brush, welds, the material bought from 
suppliers as a finished product, etc. are added to this 
amount after the necessary cost calculations.
The working hours of the machines are observed from WKl and 
used in calculating the electric consumption and 
depreciation of the equipment. These costs plus the cost of 
the spare parts, if applies, constructs the machine cost of 
the product.
20
After calculating these costs separately the program adds 
them up to come out with the activity based product cost. 
The detailed cost information (Appendix G-J) including the 
data about how each cost term effects the final figure 
enables the managers give decisions about the production 
configuration and system of the factory.
21
5- RESULTS
It is seen that there is a significant difference between 
the cost calculated normally on site and the cost 
calculated with ABC system. The cost of a sample production 
calculated by the current system (taking the main material 
cost and the labor cost and adjusting this with a 
percentage mostly depending on experience) comes out to be 
higher from the cost of the same product calculated with 
activity based system.
CURRENT SYSTEM
AMOUNT UNIT PRICE (TL) TOTAL PRICE (TL)
DUSER KAFA 560 31,500 17,640,000
KONSOL 104 180,000 18,720,000
dikme 280 225,000 63,000,000
dikme 280 90,000 25,200,000
ELEMANI
TOTAL COST 124,560,000
ABC SYSTEM
JANUARY 37,937,528
FEBRUARY 54,112,914
MARCH 14,618,046
TOTAL COST 106,668,488
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6- CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS
The above explanations and the calculations leads to one 
conclusion. The system in the factory should be changed and 
the cost calculations must be done on activity basis. The 
factory is producing special order products and trying to 
grow in the market. The decisions for the product line is 
very important to keep up with the competition. As these 
decisions will effect the profitability, proper cost 
calculations should be made and undistorted cost data 
should be evaluated by the management. Cost data that 
includes costs which are not well defined or incurred by 
fictitious proportions causes incorrect cost calculations 
in the environments where special order products are 
produced. As the factory has already started to collect the 
data to be used in activity based calculations, they will 
start to get real cost values and use them in their future 
decisions.
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DESTEK PERSONELİ
ю
GÖREVİ SAY ISI AYLIK ÜCRET TOPLAM ÜCRET
AHCI 1 4.101.828.0 4.101.828.0
AHCI YARD. 1 3.437.502.0 3,437.502.0
BULAŞIKÇI 1 2.821.500.0 2,821.500.0
CAYCI 1 2.821.500.0 2.821.500.0
BEKÇİLER 4 2.889.340.0 11,557.360.0
KALORİFERCİ 1 2.821.500.0 2.821.500.0
TAKMHANE 1 2.821.500.0 2.821.500.0
ELEKTRİKÇİ 3 4,284.500.0 12,853.500.0
İDARİ AMİR 1 3.875.112.0 3.875.112.0
SOFOR 1 8.047.050.0 8.047.050.0
TOPLAM 55,158,352.0
DESTEK PERS. HESABI 2.069.9
TEKNİK PERSO NEL
GÖREVİ SAYISI AYUK ÜCRETİ TOPLAM ÜCRETİ
MÜHENDİS 1 11,302,410.0 11,302,410.0
FORMEN 1 10,123.378.0 10,123.378.0
USTABAŞI 1 7,120,422.0 7,120,422.0
TEKNİK RESSAM 1 4,128,458.0 4,128,458.0
TOPLAM 32.674.668.0
TEKNİK PER.HES. 1,226.2
GENEL GİDERLER
Î g id e r  t u r u GECERU OLDUĞU TARİH MIKTARIfTU
SERVIS(O) 1-02-1993 28-02-1993 13,014.400.0
SERVİSİM ) 1-02-1993 28-02-1993 10,123.000.0
YEM EK 1-02-1993 28-02-1993 33.516.000.0
TEM IZUK MALZ. 1-02-1993 28-02-1993 4,000,767.0
O Z PETROL 1-02-1993 28-02-1993
GİYİM 1-02-1993 28-02-1993 2.320.000.0
TELEFON 1-02-1993 28-02-1993 4,020.000.0
КОМ UR 1-02-1993 28-02-1993 4.018.560.05
TUP 1-02-1993 28-02-1993 5.659.112.Ö1
SARF MALZ 1-02-1993 28-02-1993 33.344.510.i '
EXTRA GİDER. 1-02-1993 28-02-1993
BAKIM 1-02-1993 28-02-1993 70,400.0İ
TOPLAM “ 117,661,847.01
GENEL GİDER HESABI 4.415.5Î
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TO PLA M  ISG U C U  (saat)
U STA (saha) 128.5
USTA(atv) 19.0
U STA  YAR.(saha) 185.5
U STA  YAR.(atv) 130.5
K A Y N A K C I(sah a ) 115.0
KA YN A KC I(atv)
DUZ ISC K sa h a )
D UZ IS C I (atv)
M E K A N İK  ISC K sah a )
M E K A N İK  ISC I(atv) 179.5
TARİH: 1/02/1993 
MALZEME TURU:
28/02/1993
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SAC
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İOLCUSUİmm) I1 MİKTARI (kg) l^ R IM  FIAT! (TL) TUTARI (TL)
5mm 404.0 3,528.0 1,425,312.0
3mm 529.0 2,800.0 1,481,200.0
8mm 1,338.0 3,304.0 4,420,752.0
lOmm 550.0 3,522.4 1,937,320.0
TOPLAM 2,821.0 13,154.4 9,264,584.0
ORTALAMA FİYAT 3,284.1
MALZEME TURU: PROFİL
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EXAMPLE
A company has two product X and Y. The information related 
to the set up costs is given below.
Total units 
produced 
Batch size 
Number of set 
ups
Cost per set up
($)
Total set up 
cost ($)
PRODUCT X PRODUCT
100 10,000
10 500
10 20
1,000 1,000
10,000 20,000
TOTAL
30,000
A traditional cost system normally would allocate the total 
set up cost, along with other overhead items. Assuming 2 
hour production time for each unit of product, either Y or 
X, the traditional overhead application rate based on labor 
is calculated as;
PRODUCT X
labor hours (DL)
PRODUCT Y TOTAL
Direct labor 2 2
hours/unit 
Total units 100 10,000
produced 
Total direct 200 20,000 20,200
Traditional overhead rate =
30,000
20,200
If we compare the methods:
Activity based 
overhead per unit 
($ 10,000/100)
($ 20,000/10,000)
PRODUCT X
= $ 1.4851485 per DL hr
$
10
0
PRODUCT Y
$
2
Traditional overhead 
per unit
($ 1.4851485*2 DL 
hours)
$ 2.9703 $ 2.9703
It is obvious that the total cost of product X will change 
significantly if activity based overhead allocation 
procedures are used.
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